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According to a famous survey done by a health organization,  people are getting affected from brain
and skin cancer across the world especially in United  States  of America. Patients  are  seeking for
best care and support in health care clinics from their family and doctors.  Melanoma affects every
aspect of life, so  the  best  care  and helping hands of doctors may bring new enthusiasm in
patients to live a normal and happy life.

Causes and symptoms of brain cancer

Causes  for   brain cancer are difficult to identify, but some symptoms like low eye vision, weakness
and headache may be identified at primary stage. A patient  can go  for  the  screening test for the
detection of location  and  stage  of malignant tumor in central nervous system. The abnormal
growth of cells in brain may form tumor which takes neighboring tissuesâ€™  nutrients and blood for
further cell division and can spread to other parts of body to from advanced from of melanoma.

Brain Cancer Treatment

The diagnosis  for  brain  Melanoma is accomplished by CT scan and MRI test to identify the type,
grade, location and stage of the tumor. The best cure and healing  process may start under
guidance of experienced oncologist and other medical specialists.

Various treatment methods are available for the Brain Cancer Treatment like Surgery,   Vaccine
Therapies,    Radiotherapy,    Tumor Molecular Profiling and Proton therapy. The most effective and
popular method to treat increased cells is Proton Therapy  which is carried out by high energetic 
fast  moving   proton  particles  on  the affected cells or tissues which  stops  growth of cells. This
cure process has very less side effects than other  healing  process  and  there is no chance for
growth of secondary tumor.

Causes and symptoms of skin cancer

Skin   Melanoma  is  very  common  ailment in all human diseases which

occurs due to anomalous growth of cells in  skin which forms malignant tumor. It  arises  when 
normal  cells  undergo   transformation   and  divide irregularly. It is a very common ailment in USA,
generally found among  older  age  people due to exposure to sun especially ultraviolet ray,
exposure to x-ray and therapeutic radiation (cure method for other forms of melanoma). It is 
estimated  that  Americans of age 65 or more than this have more  chances  of skin ailment  at 
least  once time in life. Symptoms may occur like reddish skin, increased or swollen skin, ulceration
itching in skin, bleeding in moles and visible blood vessel in tumor.

Skin Cancer Treatment

Various treatments are available for Skin Cancer Treatment like surgery method, chemotherapy,
radiotherapy,  and immunotherapy. Basal cells and carcinoma  are  generally  treated  with  surgery
and the other type of surgery can also be used which  is known as Cryosurgery in which liquid
nitrogen is given on affected area to stop the division of tissues. In radiation therapy, fast  beam  or 
ray  is  given on peculiarly divided cells. Chemotherapy is  carried  out  by proper medication
method which also includes localized  chemotherapy  for primary stage. Immunotherapy is
manipulated by bodyâ€™s  immune system to eliminate the affected parts or cells.
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Conclusion

Brain Cancer Treatmentis available in all best  health care  clinics in USA under guidance of
physicians and medical professionals.They provide worldâ€™s best facilities  with  mental  and  physical 
support  to fight against this ailment. Diagnosis  and  treatment  at  early  stage helps patients to
lead a normal and happy life.
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